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Many families involved in research are well versed in the care system due to chronic conditions. Engagement of families of children with serious acute illnesses is infrequent, and no studies have documented the feasibility or acceptability of different methods of family engagement. We describe a model used in the Hospital-to-Home Outcomes study, which utilized a novel approach of short-term focused engagement of families and other stakeholders to incorporate the unique viewpoints of families whose care experience is primarily focused around the period surrounding their child’s hospitalization for acute illness. Journal of Hospital Medicine 2016;11:123–125. © 2015 Society of Hospital Medicine

We believe that patients, families, and other stakeholders can provide meaningful contributions throughout the research process. Involvement of a diverse group of stakeholders is also encouraged by the Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI), which emphasizes research focused on patient- and family-centered outcomes. Patient and family engagement in healthcare, however, has generally focused on children and adults with chronic conditions. Engagement of families of children with serious acute illnesses is infrequent, and no studies have documented the feasibility or acceptability of different methods of family engagement. Furthermore, stakeholders, such as nurses, may participate in study execution but rarely receive opportunities to inform the research process. In this Perspective, we describe our experiences with family engagement using a novel approach of serial, focused, short-term engagement of stakeholders.

PRESTUDY WORK

In 2012, our institution introduced a nurse-led transitional home-visit program, an approach associated with reduced healthcare utilization in adults. Patients hospitalized for acute illness received a 1-time transitional home visit 24 to 72 hours after hospital discharge. We formed a multidisciplinary team, consisting of physicians, nurse scientists, home healthcare (HHC) nursing staff, patient families, and research staff to design a mixed-methods study of the transitional home visit, which was funded by PCORI in 2014. This study, the Hospital-to-Home Outcomes (H2O) study, has 3 aims: (1) identify barriers to successful transitions home and outcomes of such transitions that are meaningful to families, (2) optimize the transitional home visits to address family-identified barriers and outcomes, and (3) determine the efficacy of transitional home visits through a randomized control trial.

Two parents joined the study team during study development. Both had children hospitalized for acute illnesses, received a transitional home visit, and participated in a pilot focus group to provide insight into barriers families encounter during care transitions. These parents made valuable contributions, including recommending strategies for patient enrollment and retention. They also committed to participating in regularly scheduled study meetings and ad hoc discussions. However, feedback from the pilot focus group also highlighted a potential research engagement challenge; specifically, once the acute illness resolved, many families were primarily focused on the return to their normal routine and may not be easily engaged in research.

Based on family input, we included several mechanisms to engage caregivers of children with acute illness in the study design of H2O. Each design element allowed families and other stakeholders to contribute via short-term focused approaches (eg, focus groups, phone surveys). These short-term interactions drove iterative changes in study processes and approaches, including how to measure outcomes important to families. Rather than a small group of stakeholders making a series of recommendations over a long period of time, we had dozens of individual stakeholders make a few recommendations apiece that were quickly implemented and subsequently tested via feedback from the next few stakeholders (Figure 1).

PATIENT AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT IN THE H2O STUDY

Having the short-term, focused engagement strategy built into the study proved beneficial, when the 2
parents who were part of the initial design team and had planned to participate longitudinally were no longer able to participate. Over time, their circumstances changed. One parent moved out of the area to pursue a professional opportunity, and the second parent became increasingly difficult to reach and unable to join planned study meetings, a situation anticipated by the pilot focus group participants. These 2 instances illustrate challenges with long-term engagement of families in research when the potential primary driver of their engagement, their child’s acute illness, has resolved.

Short-Term Focused Engagement Via Focus Groups With Parents/Caregivers

The first aim of the H2O study used 15 focus groups and semistructured interviews with parents/caregivers of recently discharged patients to identify barriers to and metrics of successful transitions of care from the hospital to home. The focus group question guide was developed by the research team and adapted as the focus groups progressed to incorporate new issues raised by participants. Analysis of focus group data revealed opportunities to improve the transitional home visit and identified outcomes important to families, including the need for emotional reassurance in the immediate period after discharge and the impact on family finances.

Short-Term Focused Engagement Via Phone Calls With Parents/Caregivers

To continuously improve study processes and the transitional home visit during the second aim of H2O, we relied on short-term focused engagement from 2 stakeholder groups, families and field nurses. We completed 107 phone calls with families who received a transitional home visit during the visit optimization period. These calls, completed 3 to 7 days after the visit, assessed parental perceptions of the effect of recent visit modifications through a standardized survey documented in an electronic database. These data were utilized in plan-do-study-act cycles, every 1 to 2 weeks, to determine if additional modifications to the visits were necessary. A cycle ended when the calls no longer provided new information. The questions asked on the calls also changed over time as different interventions were tested.

As an example, in aim 1, families highlighted the lack of clarity of discharge instructions, particularly regarding when and why to return for medical care. Thus, we developed condition-specific “red flag” reminder cards to be shared at transitional home visits to help families remember and recognize concerning signs and symptoms and understand when additional evaluation may be warranted (Figure 2). Families in postvisit calls endorsed the concept of red flags, but sometimes preferred electronic rather than paper versions of the red flag cards to facilitate sharing with family members. Thus, we tested and refined texting the red flag information to families. Subsequent calls strongly supported this practice, so we will continue to use it during the third aim, the randomized trial of the transitional home visit.

The remaining calls (N = 72) were completed 14 days after the visit to mirror the time frame for follow-up calls in the planned randomized trial. These calls allowed us to test measurement of family-identified outcomes and determine their usability in the trial. We used family feedback to shorten the survey and reorder questions. We also used feedback from these calls to develop an optimal call-back strategy to maximize family contacts.

Short-Term Focused Engagement Via Discussions With Nurses

We also incorporated feedback from HHC nurses on 60 visits to ensure that the visit modifications were feasible to implement. HHC nurse feedback, which aligned with aim 1 data from families, highlighted the potential benefits of standardizing the transitional home visit to be more condition specific. The nurses also provided ongoing ad hoc feedback on other changes to the transitional home visit, which indicated both when tests were successful and when they were challenging to implement. The study team wanted to ensure that the nurses performing the visits were involved in the modification process.

**Bronchiolitis, Croup or Pneumonia**

**Red Flags**

- Call Primary Care Provider if your child:
  - has a new fever higher than a 100.5°F or current fever is not going down over 24 hours
  - has trouble breathing (bellies, ribs, or neck muscles are going up and down while breathing) or is breathing faster than 70 times per minute
  - has not peed in over 8 hours or has not had 2 wet diapers in a day
  - is drinking less than half of normal in a day
  - coughs until he or she vomits
  - is unable to take medicine (antibiotics or others) as told by your doctor

**Call 911 if your child:**

- cannot wake up when you gently shake them or call their name
- is unable to catch their breath or stops breathing for longer than 30 seconds
- lips turn blue
- still has trouble breathing even after you tried suctioning or abuterol (if prescribed by doctor)

**FIG. 2.** Example of red flag card for bronchiolitis, croup, or pneumonia.
ONGOING H2O WORK AND CONCLUSION
The third aim, with ongoing patient enrollment, involves a randomized trial to determine the efficacy of the revised transitional home visit compared with standard of care as measured by subsequent healthcare utilization and outcomes suggested in aim 1 and refined during aim 2, such as parental coping, stress, and confidence in care. We have engaged 1 parent to provide longitudinal feedback during regularly scheduled meetings.

We believe that our short-term, focused engagement strategies have allowed integration of the invaluable perspective of families and other stakeholders into our research questions, intervention design, outcome measurement, and study execution. Our approach combined short-term engagement from many stakeholders, blending qualitative techniques with rapid-cycle implementation methods to quickly react to stakeholder input. Given the challenge of sustaining longitudinal engagement of families in research focused on acute care questions, and the tendency for many families interested in such engagement to be well versed in the care system due to chronic conditions, we propose this short-term focused approach to include the unique viewpoints of families and patients whose care experience is confined to an acute period. Similarly, we propose that such an approach can efficiently include and rapidly react to input from other hard-to-engage key stakeholders such as field nurses.
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